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The Laptop Orchestra
• A rapidly evolving field of practice
• Rooted in electroacoustic music traditions
– Out of the lab and onto the stage
– From the solitary to the communal
– From composition to improvisation
– From acousmatics and Cinéma Pour l’Oreille
to the multisensory

Digital Ensemble
• 2002 Philippe Chatelain’s Laptop
Orchestra
• 2005 PLOrk
– Perry Cook, Dan Trueman, Scott Smallwood
and Ge Wang

• 2008 SLOrk
– Ge Wang

• LOrk – likely a temporary suffix

A list of ensembles
• Started by my research assistant Jamie
Woollard
– http://bit.ly/1pyfyVJ
– Constantly updated by the live EA community

• Emerging common interests and foci:
–
–
–
–
–
–

Improvisation
Interdisciplinary performances
Instrument design / coding / live coding
Network music
Gestural controllers, meta instruments
Innovation, flexibility, collaboration

Concordia	
  Laptop	
  Orchestra	
  (CLOrk)
• An ensemble of 20-25 laptop performers,
established 2011
• A course in live digital practices at Concordia
University (Montreal)
• Advanced undergraduate electroacoustic music
majors
• Focus on interdisciplinary and networked
performances
• Excerpts of representative work:
http://youtu.be/lqEHip5zzE0

Whatever Works (WheW)
• An action-based approach to all aspects:
– Creation, performance, communication, education,
logistics, technology, research

• Every performance as a distinct context with
specialized concerns
• Building on principles of action research
–
–
–
–

Cyclical
Democratic
Problem-centred
Reflexive

Purpose
• Action research purposes:
– bear a “double burden” of both action (transformation
of practice) and research (understanding practice)
(Herr & Anderson, 2005, p.5)

• CLOrk’s defined purposes:
– Exploring new performance modes and related
technologies
– Enriching the skillset of CLOrk’s members
– Improving the efficiency and effectiveness of the
creation process
– Developing a better understanding of (and improving)
CLOrk’s evolutionary process and all its components.

Temporal sensitivity
• Synchronous timeframe
– real-time communications, troubleshooting, and
actions during performances

• Short-term asynchronous timeframe
– discussions, communications, problem identification
and solution, and actions that take place during
preparations to performances

• Long-term asynchronous timeframe
– all discussions, communications, problem
identification, and solution implementation and testing
that occur without strict time constraints.

Early operational principles
• CLOrk’s default operational structure for
creation and mediation during its first three
years
– Musical ideas reduced to essential parameters
– Communicated as instructions in a text-score
– Represented in some way in a quick-access score
for performances
– Conducted during performance using
Soundpainting

Early WheW decisions
• While maintaining the default operational
principles, making decisions regarding
context-appropriate implementation:
– Appropriate level of detail and restriction in
the text-scores
– A working format of the quick-access scores
– Working mediation methods
– Reasonable logistical solutions

Concerto (2011)
Instrumentation

Creation (2013)

2 laptop orchestras + t-stick
laptop orchestra + symphonic
Concerto
vs.
Creation
soloist
orchestra

Disciplinary
compatibility

high

minimal

Text score

General, loose

Detailed, restrictive

Quick-access
score

Graphical blocks

Semi-traditional w/ some individual
choice

Conducting

Soundpainting

Two conductors, traditional +
soundpainting

Video

http://youtu.be/zlheWtLA_-4

http://youtu.be/qQb4uWWZ34w

Score

http://bit.ly/UN6mns

http://bit.ly/1knVV6o,
http://bit.ly/1nVMSKo

“if we give these parts nobody
will play”
• WheW decisions are collaborative
• They occur in discussions throughout the
planning and realization stage
• Utilising the collaborators’ collective
knowledge, experiences, and intuitions
• They require trust and flexibility
• Result in collaborative creation with
ambiguous ownership

Action research
• Method for
– Understanding
– Transformation

• Action research is a form of democratic inquiry
first proposed by Kurt Lewin (1947) which is
arranged in “a spiral of steps each of which is
composed of a circle of planning, action, and
fact-finding about the result of the action”.
• Consequently, this fact-finding “influences or
steers [further] action” (Lewin 1947)

Action cycles
• Every performance as a research cycle,
including:
1
2
3
4
5
6

A planning meeting
A realisation process
A performance
A post mortem data collection
Analysis/fact finding
Critical reflection

• The last two steps occur only in the long-term
asynchronous timeframe

MusicAcoustica
• A premier telemetronomic collaboration with Cybernetic
Orchestra.
• Video here: http://youtu.be/drDujB__X1E
• Created completely by students
1.

2.
3.
4.

Planning meeting: in-class discussion, role-assignments (6
composers, 5 performers, 3 audio team members, 3 network
team members, 3 video team members, and an event
manager)
Realisation process: 6 weeks of communications, rehearsals,
adjustments to emerging challenges
Performance: improvised, conducted, networked
Post mortem data collection: group discussion and
anonymous questionnaires regarding emerging problems,
learning, and possible improvements

Emerging problems
• Ineffective composer multiplicity
– “the biggest challenge I had with this project
was collaborating with six highly able minds
on a task that is more easily done by one able
mind in my opinion.”

• An overly technological (rather than artistic
focus)
• Performers felt creatively restricted

Successful elements
• Subdividing the orchestra into smaller
subsets
– “I felt like a collaborator, at least in our group
[…because…] I was actually making
[decisions regarding] sound structures that I
wanted”

Critical reflection
• Aimed at gaining “a clearer understanding of
what is happening and how it is happening for
each stakeholder in relation to the problem or
issue being investigated” (Stringer 2007). It is:
a) reflexive—acknowledging of biases, interpretations,
assumptions;
b) dialectical—in recognition of the limitations of
shared language; and
c) collaborative, involves the practitioner as co-learner
(not an expert) (French & Bell 1995; Wadsworth
2008)

Critical reflection
• In discussion with the composers we discovered
the source of these emerging problems as a
mismatch between the initial composers’ plan
and the interest of CLOrk’s collaborators:
• “the request for a more improvisatory
performance from [the] Cybernetics led to more
focus on instrument and performance ideas, like
the grouping of performer-composer groups with
individual live processing identity, and the local
conductor message system” (composer)

Action
• CLOrk’s next performance—Dancing with Laptops—3
months later
• Despite identifying the source of the problem (a
mismatch with the collaborators), we chose to address
the symptoms (rather than cause) and utilizing a model
that worked well in the past:
– One composer / soundpainter
– Avoiding a technological focus
– Subdivision of the orchestra into smaller subsets

• “Playing it safe”
– A new group of CLOrk performers with little experience

Dancing with Laptops
• Video here: http://youtu.be/lOIzk6Rr14k
• Similarly to MusicAcoustica, the arrangements
were problematic with the collaborator.
– Improvisation with the orchestra [in rehearsal] “was
extremely tiring” (lead dancer)

• In discussion it was agreed to try a new model,
where all the performers improvised without a
conductor and
– “the dancers [would] be like conductors […] driving
the sound rather than following it”

Transformation
• Working solution was at the short-term asynchronous
timeframe (in context)
• What is the benefit of the long-term asynchronous fact
finding and critical reflection then?
– Rigorous data analysis and critical reflection can unearth deeper
assumptions and presuppositions (Mezirow 1990)
– which can “lead to some fundamental change in
perspective” (Cranton 1996)

• Intuitive decisions help to propel creation efficiently,
critical thinking supports transformation%

Change in perspective
• The failure of the long-term asynchronous action
design to provide an effective solution in a
different context:
– exposed the limitations of out-of-context knowledge
– emphasised the benefits of flexibility and collaborative
intuition in the creative process
– brought us to witness a working example of nonhierarchical improvisation

• Additionally, engaging in critical reflection in a
democratic deliberation format trains the group
members in reflexive thinking skills (Reich 2007)
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